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ABSTRACT

• A multi-stream framework with DNN classifiers → to improve ASR performance in various reverberant environments
• Combination strategy is the crucial issue
• neural network posterior probability combination
• frame-wise stream merging
• higher weights to more reliable streams
• To determine the stream-specific weights
• Inverse entropy (InvEnt) [1] Autoencoders (AEnc) [2] ROPE Parameter Estimator (ROPE) model

METHODS

Inverse Entropy (InvEnt)

Distribution analysis of the posteriors (unsupervised)
• Weight \( \propto \text{inverse entropy value} \)
• \( W_{\text{InvEnt}}(t) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} P_{\text{train}}(s,t) \log(P_{\text{train}}(s,t)) \)

Autoencoders (AEnc)

• Train an autoencoder to learn the posterior distribution (supervised)
• Weight \( \propto \text{inverse reconstruction error square value} \)
• \( W_{\text{AEnc}}(t) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \frac{1}{2} \text{AEnc}(c(s,t)) - \frac{1}{2} \text{AEnc}(\hat{c}(s,t)) \right)^2 \)

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

• Equal weights → mediocre results
• In general, AEnc better than InvEnt and ‘Frame’ better than ‘Utt’
• ROPE → lowest and consistent WERs
• InvEnt & AEnc: independent frame processing → isolated noisy frames, severely affecting Utt-Max
• ROPE: some temporal smoothing due to the spliced input features (11 frames)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

• \( M = 8 \) expert streams: clean- and multi-condition, 6 specific conditions (r1f, r1n, r2f, r2n, r3n, r3f)
• Set A: clean test and the chosen 6 matched conditions
• Set B: 6 mild, 2 moderate, 2 severe mismatched conditions

CONCLUSIONS

• ROPE > AEnc > InvEnt > Equal weights
• Multi-cond. here is a very strong baseline • generalization with 44 RIRs
• Multi-stream system with ROPE still provides comparable results to multi-cond.
  • outperforms multi-cond. in matched test Set A
  • multi-cond. advantageous for unseen highly reverberant conditions
• More investigation into multi-stream system is required!
  • One example to inspect the obtained frame-wise combination weights
  • ROPE provides consistently higher and far less noisy estimates than InvEnt and AEnc
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